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Titre du stage Light emission by inelastic tunneling assisted by resonant nano antennas 
 
When applying a voltage V between two metals separated by a transparent insulating dielectric with a thickness 
on the order of 2-4 nm, light can be emitted  at frequency lower than eV/h where h is Planck’s constant by 
inelastic tunnel effect. This emission process has many attractive features: it can be implemented at nanoscale, it 
is controlled electrically, it can be modulated at high frequency, the emission frequency can be tuned.  
 
We have developed recently an improved version of this effect using resonant plasmonic antennas [1-3] so that 
the signal is enhanced and the emission frequency is selected. However, elastic tunneling is still the dominant 
tunnel mechanism so that the efficiency of the emission process in terms of emitted photons per electron is very 
low. The purpose of the internship is to reduce drastically the elastic tunneling.  Two different approaches will 
be studied and implemented.   
 
The internship is theoretical. It is based on a quantum modeling of the current fluctuations and   a classical 
modeling of light emission in a nanophotonics environment.  It can be followed by a PhD which is both 
theoretical and experimental. Experiments include STM and AFM measurements, microscopy and spectroscopy 
at ambiant and low temperature.  
 
The global project is a joint project with C2N in charge of sample design and fabrication, LPS in charge of 
transport in tinnel junctions and  ISMO in charge of near-field characterization.  
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